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CONTACT

A Leap Second Celebration – by Pancho Luna

I’m sitting at my dining room table remembering how it had all started…July 5th, 2005, at 6.06 p.m. It was a dark and 
stormy night (I’ve always wanted to write that) as I stood next to my 15 passenger van, a light cold drizzle coming 
down on me. You know the kind, just hard enough to get you wet and drippy but not hard enough to call rain….just 
annoying. I was looking down at my feet, shielding my eyes from the glare of the police spotlight that shown on me as 
another police officer checked my driver’s license and insurance against their records. 

You see, as a member of JayHops, a Kansas City, Mo. Homebrew club, we send out an email to all our members when 
we have an idea. Philip Leonard, a founding member, has some very cool computer stuff. He had posted, 
“Commemorative beer anyone?? There will be a leap second added this year on December 31st (the 23rd leap second). 
I think a commemorative beer is in order. 
It should be one that can be laid down and 
not opened until the next (and 
subsequent) leap second(s). What do you 
think??” Diesel Bob (aka Rob Beck, who 
will remain anonymous) was in from the 
start. I, on the other hand, had a few 
questions. 

I know I’m not the quickest wort chiller 
in the group so I asked, “What’s ‘Leap 
Second’?” Well apparently everyone but 
I knew the answer. An internet search 
found a Wikipedia article on this that 
states “A leap second is an intercalary, 
one-second adjustment that keeps 
broadcast standards for time of day close 
to mean solar time. Leap seconds are 
necessary to keep time standards 
synchronized with civil calendars, the 
basis of which is astronomical.” 
(www.wikipedia.org) WHAT?! 

Philip then spoke English to me and said, “The ‘powers that 
be’ need to adjust the atomic clock from time-to-time because 
the Earth’s rotation is slowing. Yes, this is a doomsday thing 
so you’d better get to brewing while you still have time.” I 
pondered to myself…Wouldn’t it just be easier to get another 
clock? Oh well, so much for common sense. I was in!

We had originally thought of making an American 
Barleywine (BJCP style 19C). I suggested making a Bigfoot 
c lone (h t tp : / /www.sier ranevada.com/beer /h igh-
altitude/bigfoot-barleywine-style-ale) to kick the atomic 
clock in the pooter and get it moving better. Diesel Bob 
suggested a Russian Imperial Stout (BJCP style 13F). I was 
ecstatic! I love a good RIS. Over the next few months we 
bounced back and forth with different ideas, barrel/no barrel, 
used whiskey barrel/new barrel, who gets to store it until the 
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next Leap Second, etc. By the mid-September of that 
year, and millions of web posts later, we had decided 
that we would do an Old Rasputin clone 
(h t tp : / /www.nor thcoas tb rewing . com/bee r-
rasputin.htm), no barrel and Philip will be storing the 
product for the long haul. Sunday, October 23rd was 
the only day we could all get together so it became our 
target date and the beginning of a series of problems 
(my boss calls them “opportunities”) that we would 
battle to accomplish our goal. 

Thursday rolled around and I was to take my brewing 
system over to Philip’s house. I was the one with the 
most portable system so it made sense for me to be the 
one to go to someone’s home. Rob Beck…oh, 
sorry…Diesel Bob has a built-in system. His system 
consists of a bunch of burners all down in his basement 
that put out an equatorial heat and humidity that only an 
iguana would enjoy. All this heat is pulled out by a 
stove vent over the brewing area. The ventilation fan is 
about the size of a CD but Diesel Bob says it works just 
fine (he is very thin and wrinkled). Philip’s system is a 
two level wooden platform on casters with ½ barrel 
kegs for all the vessels. His RIMS system works very 
well for him. This then brings us to the mighty Low 
Rider. It’s a beautiful piece of German engineering and 
construction. A HERMS system, five feet in length, 
three ½ barrel kegs used for the mash-tun, hot liquor 
tanks and brew kettle. Hard copper plumbing connects 
all three vessels via a water pump that could easily be 
found on the fire truck of a small village somewhere 
here in the Midwest. Marty Ammon (another 
anonymous forum member known as SURFSUPKS, 
“Surfs up Kansas” - He has a creek in his back yard…) 
designed and hand crafted the works. My suggestion 
on the design…I want big fluffy wheels (BFW) and I 
got them! This brings us back to the cold and rainy 
night.

On Thursday night after work, I loaded the rig into my 
van and drove down towards Philip’s house. I had a low 
tire on the back of my brewing rig (who knew BFW’s 
needed so much care!) so I stopped at the closest gas 
station to Philip's house. 

As I stood there filling my tires, a police officer pulled 
up behind my van and shined what I thought was an 
airplane landing light on me. Fine, I’ll work on my tan! 
Another officer pulled in front of my vehicle and 
proceeded to ask me questions as he left his vehicle. 
My rig apparently resembled some kind of equipment 
used to make more colourful products of the 
psychedelic variety. Forty five minutes and a short 
course on brewing and brewing history later, I was 
given a police escort to Philip’s neighbourhood. What a 
rush! Now I know what the President feels like! 

Diesel Bob brought the ingredients to my house on 
Friday that he had purchased at our local brew shop. 

They separated all of our specialty grains into three 
packages for our ease of use, packed our fresh hops and 
kicked Diesel out the door with a smile on their face 
and our money in their hands (talk about customer 
service!). We used up an entire 55 pound sack of Maris 
Otter for our base malt. Philip (aka Some Wacko with a 
Stir Plate) had spent the week building up a yeast 
starter and was having a tough time convincing the 
yeast to stay inside the big 4 litre flask he was using. 
They grow up so fast (weeping sounds).

When the day finally arrived I popped over to Philip’s 
(sans police escort) and the brewing began or so I 
thought. I had forgotten to get my propane tanks filled 
and left my thermometers in the kitchen…off to the 
hardware store. A dozen breakfast burritos, shared by 
the two of us and Marc Gaspard (yeah, another 
anonymous JayHops member) who dropped by, got the 
day started. Once started it was smooth sailing. Then it 
happened…stuck mash! On both systems…at the same 
time!

Philip attached his portable air unit to a hose that 
circulates wort through the mash-tun (ok he blew into 
the hose). I flipped a few valves and reversed the flow 
of wort and back flushed my pickup pipe in the mash-
tun. Neither attempt worked on the first try but after a 
few attempts we were able to get both mashes moving 
again. Twenty pounds of grain for a 7 gallon batch can 
really compact a grain bed! We missed our pre-boil 
gravities but made up for it in the boil. Our hop 
additions went well and we were in the primary in 
about eight hours from the start…but wait, where’s 
Diesel Bob? We continued with our shut down and 
clean up and thought about calling Diesel. Then it 
happened, Diesel Bob was there! He’d had the same 
issues we did and he came through like a champ! We 
quickly poured his wort into the 20 gallon fermenter 
and pushed the whole thing into a refrigerator with 
temperature controls (I know! Phillip has all the cool 
stuff!). Diesel Bob provided an air pump, filter and air 
stone for aerating the wort and a schedule that Philip 
was to follow to the minute!

Well we did it! Fifteen gallons of 23rd Leap Second 
Russian Imperial Stout are in the primary fermenter 
and going strong! Three brewers, using three separate 
systems, the same recipe on the same day (and same bat 
channel) pulled it off. It was Philip’s idea, Diesel Bob’s 
technical expertise and my breakfast burrito’s that 
made this day a success. If nothing else it provided us 
with a way to get together and goof around. This is 
what brewing is all about for me. 

We did well with that beer. We racked it into a ½ barrel 
keg for secondary long term storage. After about an 18 
month secondary, we racked into three 1/6 barrel kegs 
for our personal use. On June 23, 2007 in Denver, Co., 
we won a gold medal at the American Home brewers 
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Association’s National competition and Convention. 
My wife says I screamed like a little girl.

I brewed the recipe recently. I made three 5 gallon 
batches and am just waiting to let the trub settle in the 
primary carboys before racking into a ½ barrel keg. I’m 
going to serve this RIS at my 25th wedding anniversary 
coming up in three years. I can’t wait!!!

Special thanks to Philip Leonard and Rob Beck for all 
the hard work and planning they did to make the event a 
great one.

Russian Imperial Stout

Min OG: 1.075 Max OG: 1.114
Min IBU: 50 Max IBU: 100
Min Clr: 30 Max Clr: 48 Colour in SRM, Lovibond

Batch Size (Gal): 5.00 Wort Size (Gal): 5.00
Total Grain (Lbs): 21.50
Anticipated OG: 1.114 Plato: 26.79
Anticipated SRM: 46.7
Anticipated IBU: 77.6
Brewhouse Efficiency: 75 %
Wort Boil Time: 90 Minutes

Pre-Boil Amounts
Evaporation Rate: 15.00 Gallons Per Hour
Pre-Boil Wort Size: 27.50 Gal
Pre-Boil Gravity: 1.021 SG 5.26 Plato

88.4 19.00 lbs. Pale Malt(2-row) America 1.036 2
2.3 0.50 lbs. Black Patent Malt America 1.028 525
4.7 1.00 lbs. Crystal 60L America 1.034 60
2.3 0.50 lbs. Chocolate Malt America 1.029 350
2.3 0.50 lbs. Roasted Barley America 1.028 450
Hops
Amount Name Form Alpha IBU Boil Time
2.25 oz. Northern Whole 9.00 75.5 90 min.

Brewer
0.25 oz. Northern Whole 9.00 2.0 15 min.

Brewer

Yeast Wyeast 1056 American Ale/Chico

The first structured Beer Judge Certification 
Programme (BJCP) exam preparation course in the UK 
ran from 2011-12 organised by Ali Kocho-Williams. 
Participants learned both face-to-face in Bristol or as 
distance learners via a live “webinar” link with 
Participants in the South-East, North-East, North-West 
and almost-North (or Cheshire as that’s known ;-). 

The Beer Judge Certification Programme is an 
American organisation. Many of CBA readers will 

The BJCP and Exam
by Steve Wright

have encountered the BJCP style guides which 
categorise beers into 23 categories and 79 specific 
styles. These style guides structure the way 
competitions are run and beers are judged. Each style is 
defined according to sensory properties (appearance, 
aroma, flavour, mouthfeel), brewing measurements 
(OG and IBU ranges, colour as SRM, and ABV) along 
with geographic indicators (“English” pale ale, 
“Scottish” ale), indicative ingredients, historic notes 
and commercial examples – typically showing a strong 
influence of US availability for each style.

The course: online and face-to-face

The course ran from November 2011 to July 2012 with 
9 classes once a month on a Sunday afternoon (a tenth 
one was postponed as the kit for ‘doctoring’ beers with 
off-flavours was delayed in shipping from the USA: 
this class will now be happening in April). 

The format was for classes to be in two phases: a 
lecture/discussion with Ali leading this and sharing 
documents about the topic of the session. The first two 
sessions concerned the troubleshooting definitions on 
the BJCP score sheet – detection and remedy. Later 
classes included information on brewing processes 
including classes on malting, fermentation, recipe 
formulation, etc. The documents were shared for 
distance learners through the webinar software – 
displayed on screen and available for download.

The second half of the class was the fun bit: tasting 
examples of all 79 different defined styles. In Bristol 
Ali ordered in beers for those in the room. Those 
accessing as distance learners had to order or find them 
for themselves – using examples from the BJCP style 
guides where possible or replacements and Beers of 
Europe or other distributors. (There’s a market 
opportunity for a pre-made BJCP course pack!)  This 
led to some variation in experience with interesting 
discussions comparing different beers. When it came 
to the “English Pale Ales: Bitter, Best Bitter and Extra 
Special bitter” there was a lot of discussion about how 
the bottled examples were often poor or very different 
from draught and that the style guides were apparently 
written based on bottled examples (and more 
specifically it would seem primarily based on bottled 
examples made in London by Fullers!).

Each class involved tasting around 10 beers. Recaps 
became a necessity, lest one be shitfaced by the end 
(especially for some serious strong classes such as 
IPA’s, Belgian Strong Beers and Export/Imperial 
Stouts). Recapping also allowed tasting beers and 
comparing with the style guides at a more leisurely 
pace. The evenings after classes had some cracking 
tastings! Discussions between distance learners started 
using audio chat with a somewhat broken up CB-radio-
esque quality to text chat. Technical issues with the 
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If anyone who came to the NCBA event in Saltaire in 
2012 or National Competition in Bristol in 2012 and 
wondered why someone was taking photos, recording 
audio and had a video camera set up – this is a short 
attempt to explain and a few first findings.

You’re doing a PhD in WHAT?
by Steve Wright

third class resulted in a change to just “broadcast” 
audio from Bristol with questions and communication 
from and between distance learners via text chat only – 
which reduced interaction but was more reliable. 
Classes were recorded and the link was made available 
to those who attended afterwards via a private area for 
course members on the Bristol Brewers Forum. The 
forum was also used in advance of classes as 
preparation for session, sourcing bottles and 
organising swapping bottles, yeasts etc. for those 
attending in person.

The online exam

The examination is now in two parts – changing in 
April 2012 from the old 3 hour closed book written and 
tasting exam. (This format was sat by the first group of 
UK based judges to take the exam through the London 
Amateur Brewers organised by the late Ant Hayes.) 
The process is now an online exam consisting of 200 
multiple choice questions to be answered in 1 hour. The 
questions are drawn from a bank of several thousand 
with just over half True-False while the remainder are 
either multiple-choice/multiple-answer (tick all that 
apply) or multiple choice/single answer. 

My personal experience of the exam was that many of 
the questions were somewhat spurious and either 
guessable or easily looked up (even against the ticking 
clock) and seemed to test what could be tested easily 
rather than skills you need to apply in judging. (An 
analogy would be that at times this felt like a test of the 
sort of statistical trivia of knowing who won the FA cup 
and who placed where in the league table for every year 
since WWII and then using that as an indication of 
playing ability.) Another person who took the exam 
somewhat scathingly described it as “a test in how fast 
you can turn the pages of the style guide”. 

This is perhaps overly harsh as some of the questions 
did examine knowledge of judging procedures, style 
definitions and troubleshooting, however others were 
unlikely comparisons of wildly divergent styles (for me 
Bière de Garde and California Common) based on 
style guide properties such as OG or ABV or typical 
ingredients .  Others  inc lude  BJCP ranks  
organisational issues (oddly though no questions on 
“how much did the former BJCP treasurer embezzle 
was it a) $43,000 b) $23,000 c) $13,000 d) $10,000 ;)

You don’t receive a mark for the exam or any feedback 
– just an indication immediately on completion of 
whether you passed or not. Passing is a requisite for 
taking the tasting exam. 

The tasting exam:

12 people sat the tasting exam in early October 2012 – 
10 from the course. This involved blind tasting and 
completing BJCP score sheets for 6 beers in 90 

minutes. Each was introduced as being in a style 
category. One was “out of style”: for us this was a 50/50 
mix of Chimay red cap and Chimay white cap entered 
as a “Dubbel” – a style of which red cap is an exemplar. 
The mix was too hoppy, bitter and strong. One was a 
classic (in this case a Fruh Kölsch for Kölsch, two were 
flawed – one had been spiked with lactic acid and was 
quite spectacularly disgusting and sour, another was 
slightly oxidised. The other beers were ‘close’ with 
slight flaws.

The beers were also judged by exam Proctors Ali and 
Mike Ellenberg (a BJCP certified judge from London 
Amateur Brewers). 

The completed score sheets were sent off to the USA 
and compared with the proctors scoring. Extensive 
feedback was sent through giving feedback on scoring, 
accuracy (compared with proctors) and areas for 
further development along with a percentage score. I 
was very impressed with the detail on this and the 
amount of constructive help and consideration.

Looking back:
This was an excellent experience – I had the structure to 
try a huge diversity of beers and really develop my 
palate and experience. The tasting exam was tough but 
really good. I passed with 71% and am very pleased to 
have a little pin badge and a ‘rank’. While I feel the 
online exam has some substantial issues and a lot of 
room for improvement and making it more closely 
related to judging practice rather than cramming ‘facts’ 
the tasting exam is very good. The focus on the BJCP 
on giving detailed and constructive feedback and a real 
commitment to education is fantastic, as is the idea of 
exposure to and appreciation of a huge variety of world 
beers rather than more narrowly defined national 
categories as seen in SIBA or many NGWBJ guides.

I would recommend taking the course if the 
opportunity arises or self-studying for it – but always 
keep at least a large pinch of salt with you when reading 
the guidelines or looking at the questions!

There is LOADS more information on the BJCP site at 
http://www.bjcp.org 

Please see picture on page 16
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I am researching a PhD in Educational Research. My 
topic is how people learn to make sensory evaluations 
of beer – in other words how do you learn to be a ‘beer 
judge’ and how do you account for the judgements you 
make? It is an ethnographic study – participating in and 
observing activities as they happen rather than seeking 
to control for variables or conduct an experiment. A 
study like this seeks to answer the call by Harvard 
Professor of the History of Science, Steven Shapin, for 
“ethnographies – contemporary and historical – of how 
taste judgments come to be formed, discussed, and 
sometimes shared.” (Shapin, 2012) – Yes someone at 
Harvard thinks something like this is important and 
Homebrewing judging happens to be a really 
interesting, accommodating and, to me at least -  
fascinating place to look.

The main area of my research has been the BJCP 
course described in the partner article to this one – 
looking at how the BJCP style guide is put together and 
used and how it shapes a course and judging. This has 
been supplemented by events where the BJCP style 
guides are used such as at the NCBA IPA event at 
Saltaire. 

This is a doctorate in philosophy and ‘taste’ has long 
been a fascination of philosophers. I shall try to avoid 
the complexities of Hume, Merleau-Ponty and 
questions of epistemology and ontology though and 
just mention a few things I’ve found out so far which 
may be of interest:

Did You Know…?

The way we talk about tasting now has a VERY short 
history. Until the start of the 20th century tastes were 
rarely discussed in terms of reference to other tastes? 
So saying something like “this has a peppery, clove-
like aromas” just wasn’t how wine and beer flavours 
were described.

Prior to this move to a “referential vocabulary” there 
was a general description, certainly among wine critics 
but also evident in beer, to “evocative vocabulary” 
where you’d say something more like “this beer 
reminds me of a hot summers day” rather than seeking 
to break it down into constituent references to other 
flavours. 

Prior to that, flavour vocabularies were far more 
restricted – with wine, only four terms were used in the 
16th and 17th centuries “There are four tastes of wine: 
sweet, acute, austere, and milde”. When we look at 
historic brewing records (for example if you read Ron 
Pattinson’s blog or books on beer histories) we see a 
similar narrow use of terms about beer flavour. Most of 
the descriptions concern when beers or wines are 
unsound – or more specifically they related to whether 
a drink was “good” or not. Good in a sense somewhat 
alien to use today and tied up with notions such as the 

“four humors” so whether a beer or wine “agreed with 
you” was of great importance. We see this in historic 
descriptions of IPA’s for example and suggestions that 
such strong, dry beer would be good for diabetics! 

Judging wine or beer was therefore about judging this 
quality of “goodness” – and this remains strong in 
judging homebrew wine and beer to this day where 
there is a common suspicion that it will be bad quality. 

So judging historically was about goodness, then 
became about evocation and only recently about 
reference as a means to try and render “accurate 
description” of something subjectively encountered. 
Once you start to engage with this idea, historic 
descriptions of beer flavour no longer look lacking in 
accuracy – they’re just describing something very 
differently. Furthermore (and this is where we get in to 
the argument of my thesis) using a specific language 
and learning to share it with others: to find words and 
then give examples of that word in a beer: say “green 
apples” – arguably become more about learning and 
being part of a community than “accurate description”. 

And when we look at these words we see how 
culturally specific many are: how many outside 
America know what ‘skunk’ smells like? (Unless their 
reference is to the smell of a strain of marijuana, our 
beloved hops prodigal sister plant, which is so named 
from use of the same sort of referential vocabulary. But 
we use it, or see it used, to describe the aroma of light-
struck beer. And when did you last or ever actually 
smell or find a “horse-blanket”?  Would ‘barnyard’ as a 
smell, be more familiar? More useful? However if you 
recognise that term as a description applied to beer 
you're probably closely associated with a beer 
community!  

If you want to follow this argument in more depth I’d 
recommend the video by Steven Shapin on YouTube. 
It’s about Wine but the links to beer become clear in 
historic accounts of beer such as Martyn Cornell’s 
“Amber, Gold and Black” or recent books such as the 
e x c e l l e n t  “ I P A ”  b y  M i t c h  S t e e l e .  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lpC0uwsn8qI

Calories and Drinking Units explained
by Graham Kingham

This article sets out to explain the methods and 
meaning behind common units used in labelling beer 
and how it relates to healthy drinking home brewed 
beer.

Food energy is the amount of energy in food that is 
available through digestion.
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Like other forms of energy, food energy is expressed in 
calories or joules. Some countries use the large Calorie 
(C). In the context of nutrition, and especially food 
labelling, the calories are approximately equal to 
4.1868 kilojoules (kJ). The kilo joule is the unit 
officially recommended by the World Health 
Organization.

Only carbohydrates (including fibre), fats, proteins, 
organic acids, polyols, and ethanol contain food 
energy. All foods are made up of a combination of these 
six nutrients. Everything else in food is non-caloric, 
including water, vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, 
caffeine, spices and natural flavours. Nutritionists 
usually talk about the number of calories in a gram of a 
nutrient. Fats and ethanol have the greatest amount of 
food energy per gram, 9 and 7 kcal/g, respectively. 
Proteins and most carbohydrates have about 4 kcal/g. 
Each food item has a specific metabolizable energy 
intake (MEI). Normally this value is obtained by 
multiplying the total amount of energy contained in a 
food item by 85%, which is the typical amount of 
energy actually obtained by a human after the digestive 
processes have been completed.

The particular food being measured must be burned in 
a calorimeter, so that the heat released from the food 
can be accurately measured. The “calorie” has become 
a common household term because dieticians 
recommend in cases of obesity to reduce body weight 
by increasing exercise (energy expenditure) and 
reducing energy intake. 

food component energy density
kcal/g kJ/g

fat 9 37
ethanol (alcohol) 7 29
proteins 4 17
carbohydrates 4 17
organic acids 3 13

Recommended daily energy intake values for young 
adults and men are: 2500 kcal/day and 2000 kcal/day 
for women. 

Energy usage in the human body
The conversion efficiency of food energy into physical 
power depends on the form of energy source (type of 
food) and on the type of physical energy usage (e.g. 
which muscles are used, whether the muscle is used 
aerobically or anaerobically). In general, the efficiency 
of muscles is rather low, and roughly speaking, only 
about 15% of the food energy is actually converted into 
mechanical energy

Swings in body temperature - either hotter or cooler - 
increase the metabolic rate, thus burning more energy. 
Prolonged exposure to extremely warm or very cold 

environments increases the basal metabolic rate 
(BMR). Physical activity also significantly increases 
body temperature which in turn uses more food energy. 

Units of alcohol 

This is a definition of the measure of the volume of 
pure alcohol in any alcoholic beverage. One unit of 
alcohol is defined as 10 milliliters in the United 
Kingdom, a so-called standard drink contains one unit 
of alcohol, the number of units contained in a typical 
serving of an alcoholic beverage is publicised and 
printed on bottles.

In one hour, an average healthy male adult can 
metabolize about 95% of a United Kingdom unit.

A half pint (284 ml) of beer with 3.5% ABV contains 
almost exactly one unit. 

The recommended maximum intake of alcohol for men 
is 3–4 units a day and for women is 2–3 units; the 
difference is due to the body mass between the sexes.

To calculate the number of UK units of alcohol in a 
drink the following formulae is used. Multiply the 
volume of the drink (milliliters) by its percentage of 
Alcohol by Volume (ABV= Original gravity minus 
final gravity multiplied by 7.45, e.g. 1042 - 1012 = 30 ÷ 
7.45 = 4) then divide by 1000

For example, one pint (568 ml) of beer at 4% ABV 
contains: 2.3 units. (568 x 4 = 1420 ÷ 1000 = 2.3 units)

Simple ideas are the best
by Jaha Nakari

I wanted to briefly describe my real ale, or cask ale, 
dispensing method and technique as I believe I am able 
to serve (mostly myself) a perfect pint of real ale. 
Hopefully someone will find this useful. I am doing it 
the easy and cheap way using 5 litre minicasks 
(minikegs, party-fass, this brilliant and simple 
invention has many names) with the tap and not the one 
with the CO2 dispenser on top. These cost around five 
quid and last for years. The vent plugs cost around 50p 
each.

Cleaning and Sanitation
When the cask is empty I use pliers and get rid of the 
plug on top. I rinse it with water until no beery foam 
emerges and it smells fresh. I run some water from the 
tap and then I put Starsan steriliser in and shake and 
leave for 30 minutes, then pour it away and rinse with 
some more tap water. 

Filling up
I use a bottling stick and fill the cask as I would a bottle, 
kneeling down and holding the cask as it was a precious 
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baby (better for my bad back). When the beer level is 
one inch from the top hole I stop and put the vent plug 
in. I shake and turn the cask a few times and leave it to 
condition at room temperature.

Conditioning and when to drink
I like a lively pint, two weeks ensures this. Sometimes I 
want more sparkling ale so when I vent the cask I drink 
it immediately. Sometimes I want a more southern no-
sparkler pint so I might vent the previous day. If I go for 
the more carbonated pint then later on I get the less 
carbonated one anyway as the beer will slowly lose its 
condition.

How long the beer lasts
At least four days for ~4 per cent abv beer and longer 
for stronger ones. When the session is over and there is 
beer left the vent should be closed.

Preparations before pulling a pint
Adnams recommends 24 hours to let the beer settle but 
I have found only a couple of hours are needed unless 
the cask has really been kicked around. I move my cask 
from room temperature to the fridge or a cool place 
very gently.

How to pull a pint
The vent on top is opened and the gas and pressure 
comes out. Then the tap is pulled out and opened. It is 
all gravity so when the beer gets poured it starts to flow 
slower when the cask gets emptier. Later pints need 
some patience. At some stage around when there is a 
nice pint or two left the flow stops as there is some dead 
space. The cask is very light at this stage so I take a hold 
of the upper rim of the cask opposite side of the tap and 
lift it with my thumb and forefinger. This gives a 
natural and perfect angle for the beer to flow and can 
also be done before the flow has totally stopped in 
order to speed things up a bit.

This way when the final drops are in the glass the beer 
is still as bright as ever. The first two to three pints will 
have a good head but things will then settle down. Do 
not first open the tap and then vent or the vent on top 
will leak. One day I might have a cellar and I can get a 
beer engine and firkins and go the whole hog but until 
then this is as good a way of having cask ale at home, 
albeit in a smaller scale. Only way to make this 
dispensing system better would be to figure out how to 
fit a tight sparkler to it - and pull a pint as God intended!

Peated Whisky Malt - and Other
Smoked Malts
by Graham Kingham

Warning! These beers can be very assertive and over 
powering, try them first.

Peated whisky malt is distiller’s malt that has been 
smoked during kilning over a fire containing peat 
moss. This malt is said to be a stronger flavour than 
Rauchmalz - it imparts a distinctive smoky, spicy 
aroma and flavour, similar to an Irish whisky! 

As well as Smoked beers and German Beers, Peated 
whisky malt is good in smaller quantities in Scottish 
Heavies and Porters, and any big rich malty ale. One 
French brewer, Adelshoffen, makes exclusive use of it 
in their beer, ‘Adelscott, Bière au Malt à Whisky’. 
Whilst the Austrian brewer Eggenberg has named their 
version. ‘MacQueens Nessie Whisky-Malt Red Beer’.

Beers of old in Ireland and Scotland would probably 
have been smoked over peat where as English maltster 
would have used a hard wood like Hornbeam.

One word of warning, as the protein/nitrogen levels are 
higher than normal there is a risk of a haze forming 
when using 100% Whisky malt in the recipe, one could 
argue it is the residue smoke trapped in the glass!  A 
prolonged boil for over 90 minutes will help to 
eliminate this problem, also adding other adjuncts like 
flaked maize will help to prevent the haze.

Most recipes for any smoked beer consider a six month 
maturing period, necessary to allow the beer enough 
time to mellow. Both these malts are expensive to buy, 
and most brewers tend to use a small amount in recipes 
as very little goes a long way.
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I think that these beers go well with other traditional 
German foods like salami, smoked sausages and 
smoked fish, bacon, robust pork dishes and 
mushrooms also go well.

A second note of warning, store this grain in a sealed 
container away from other malts as it will perfume and 
taint ingredients very easily.

Style Guide
Aroma and appearance. The colour is dark, 
burnished amber with a cream-coloured head that thins 
quite quickly. On the nose the aromas are quite 
complex, with hints of good cider, malt and a touch of 
smoky, iodine-like peat, though it is not particularly 
whisky-scented. In the mouth this smooth and creamy 
beer is intensely sweet as it strikes the palate, with a 
burnt orange and marmalade tang and a caramel note. 
That smoky, roasted barley note persists. Sharp, 
phenolic, harsh, rubbery, or burnt smoke-derived 
aromatics are considered inappropriate.

Flavour
As with aroma, there should be a balance between 
smokiness and the expected flavour characteristics of 
the base beer style.  Smokiness may vary from low to 
assertive.  Smoky flavours may range from woody to 
somewhat bacon-like depending on the type of malts 
used.  Peat-smoked malt can add an earthiness.  The 
balance of underlying beer characteristics and smoke 
can vary, although the resulting blend should be 
somewhat balanced and enjoyable.  Smoke can add 
some dryness to the finish. Harsh, bitter, burnt, 
charred, rubbery, sulfury or phenolic smoky 
characteristics are generally inappropriate (although 
some of these characteristics may be present in some 
base styles; however, the smoked malt shouldn't 
contribute these flavours).

Rauchmalz (Germany)

Probably the rarest malt of all, Rauchmalz is only 
produced in Bamberg, Germany and is used to brew 
that town’s world famous Rauchbier. The kilning of 
this malt takes place over open fires made of beech 
wood logs. The phenols released from the wood 
permeate the malt and give it its smoky taste and 
aroma. Besides making Rauchbier, this unique malt 
can add interesting flavour notes to a wide variety of 
beer styles. It is particularly effective in Brown Ales 
and Porters which were traditionally brewed with 
traditional brown malt, also kilned over open fires but 
no longer available.

Colour 3 - 6 EBC; Maximum percentage 100%

German brewers have traditionally used smoked malts 
in bock, doppelbock, Weizen, Dunkel, Schwarzbier, 
helles, Pilsner, and other specialty styles.

Adelscott disaster. Clone no 1

27 litres, EBU 25, Mash temp 65°C. OG: 1075. 
Nottingham, Windsor yeast.

Ingredients:  7.5 kg Whisky malt. 1.5kg Flaked barley.  
Goldings hops 3.5 alpha acid 100 gm

Procedure: Mash in 17 litres of water for 1.5 hours, 
sparge to collect 32 litres of wort, boil for 1 hour, add 
hops at beginning of the boil, cool and pitch in yeast. 
Ferment down to 1018 and barrel for 6 weeks then 
bottle. This beer was like liquid Creosote! Strong on 
the nose, over powering on the palate! That was the 
first impression after six weeks of conditioning before 
bottling.

After six months, the smoky nose is much less 
powerful; the bite has gone, leaving a strong smoky 
bacon taste, which lingers. A required taste, rather light 
in body, not at all like Adelshoffen in any form; I think 
that they must only use a hint of this malt in their recipe 
rather than 100% as stated.

I have given some of these bottles away and have kept a 
few more back, not sure why! We tried this brew with a 
home brewed Rauchbier, that was made with 50% pale 
malt at a recent tastings, both were not well received.

I would try this again, but using only 50gms to start 
with, if this was not enough to give a very subtle hint of 
smokiness then I would increase the grain bill by 50 gm 
increments only.

One beer ticked off the list, experience can be 
expensive!

Alternative Brewing - Ginger Beer

I can remember back to my youth, when homemade 
drinks where the norm. (I would consider it extremely 
polite if you didn’t ask the year!)

Most folks had a ‘ginger beer plant’ that was fed 
regularly and topped up with white stone ginger, to 
keep the plant alive, however, we do not need to rely on 
wild yeasts or baker’s yeast to ferment the brew today, 
as we have a ready source of dried packet yeast 
available, making this process redundant.

The low gravity drink was best kept for up to a week, 
over two and the gas can become too much resulting in 
broken bottles or gushing when opened, plus most 
beers will ferment out producing a dry drink., hence the 
need for early drinking, producing a sweet, cloudy 
ginger beer.

A more modern recipe is shown below. The lemons add 
acidity along with the cream of tartar, tartar, 
more technically known as potassium hydrogen 
tartrate, is a fine white powder with many culinary 
applications. It is a byproduct of the winemaking 

 (Cream of 
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process as the powder forms inside wine barrels during 
fermentation. It comes from tartaric acid, a naturally 
occurring substance in grapes and some other tart fruits 
that in the principle acid in winemaking. It helps to help 
control the pH of fermenting grape juice (wine) and 
that also acts as a preservative for the wine.) The cloves 
are option.

The Ingredients
2 lemons

50g grated fresh ginger

2 whole cloves

2 tsp. cream of tartar

200g sugar

2.5 litres of boiling water

1 level teaspoon dried yeast. Champagne, beer or wine, 
I have not tried bread yeast yet.

Estimated ABV 1.0 % when drunk young, potential 
ABV 2.8%

The Recipe
Halve 2 lemons and put them into a large stainless-steel 
bowl with 50g grated fresh ginger, make sure your 
ginger is new and firm so that it still has all its hot, 
citrus notes, 2 whole cloves, 2 tsp. cream of tartar and 
200g sugar, then pour over 2.5 litres of boiling water. 
Leave to cool until it's hot enough for you to be able to 
hold your finger in, about 30 degrees C and then add 
the dried yeast. Cover with Clingfilm and set aside 
overnight. Strain through muslin, then pour into clean 
bottles and screw on the caps. Keep in a warm room, 
not the airing cupboard, it should be ready in 2 or 3 
days.

Whatever you do, don’t overfill the bottles unless you 
want a ginger beer explosion in the cellar. Use 
spotlessly clean bottles or jars, and open the screw cap 
once or twice to let out the gas. Don’t try and keep this 
beer for very long – it loses its fizz after a while.

To make your beer even more refreshing, tuck in a 
handful of lemon verbena leaves or a few sticks of 
bashed lemongrass. Suddenly the most old-fashioned 
drink will have a modern twist, a spritz of freshness.

An ideal quaffing drink for a hot summer’s day.

Being a Beer Sommelier
by Nigel Sadler

“You’re a what?” “A beer sommelier” I reply. That’s 
how conversations usually start when I chat to people 
these days. And continue along the lines of “What’s a 
beer sommelier?” or “What do you actually do then?”

So what is a Beer Sommelier? Well the definition on 
Wikipedia, admittedly not always the most reliable 
source but in this case quite succinct, is:

“A beer sommelier, (sometimes known as a ‘cicerone’) 
is a professional who works in the alcoholic beverage 
industry specializing in the service and knowledge of 
beer. This knowledge includes an understanding of 
styles, brewing, ingredients, history of beer and 
brewing, glassware, beer service, draught systems and 
food pairings. The profession is relatively new but 
growing.” (Abridged)

I chose to become a Beer Academy Sommelier 18 
months ago to further my knowledge on food and beer 
pairing, an area of particular interest to me and one that 
is becoming more and more common at many venues 
from local pubs to some more established restaurants. 
Many people are choosing beer to accompany meals 
for a variety of reasons such as; lower alcohol levels, 
price against wine and finally because, very often, it 
works better with some foods than wine.

Over the past few years we’ve all seen the many 
changes and challenges that face the brewing industry. 
We are still seeing pubs close, albeit at a slower rate 
than previously, supermarkets seemingly have an ever 
growing share of the market and the population has 
changed its drinking habits.

However, all is not lost and there are many positive 
notes, which we must consider, as to where growth lies. 
One of which is that more and more licensees are 
looking to develop their cask ale sales, this sector has 
seen strong growth in recent years. In addition to this, 
one of the ways forward, undoubtedly, is to offer beer, 
of all styles, as a worthy companion to the food menu. 
Indeed “beer cards” and chalk boards with beer details 
are becoming more common sights in pubs. 

My own interest in food and beer pairing started back 
in 2002 when in Bruges on a business trip. I realised 
that the drink I had enjoyed for so long was in fact a far 
better match for some of the dishes on the menu than 
anything from the wine list. Over the following months 
I experimented (enthusiastically!) using a couple of 
different beer styles with one particular dish at a time. 
Wheat beers in particular were a great success I seem to 
remember and proved very versatile. 

The role of the Beer Academy Sommelier is varied; we 
offer advice and guidance to both outlet and consumer 
by helping pair menu items with beers available at the 
venue. We are ambassadors for the industry helping to 
promote beer, in all its forms from cask ale to bottled 
lager and encourage the public to try various styles. 

We are all knowledgeable people with experience in 
the trade whether, like myself, as a brewer, beer judge 
or beer writer. Above all we have a passion for the 
product which we’re keen to pass on and communicate 
to others. After all, beer is our national drink in many 
ways and there’s so much more to it than a pint glass on 
a Friday or Saturday night.
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I am also extremely keen on promoting all forms of 
training within the brewing and hospitality sectors to 
help raise standards and encourage people to think of 
beer in a different light. Many small craft brewers seem 
to lack the understanding of basic beer styles and 
faults, most bar staff have limited knowledge about the 
beers they sell and finally the consumer often needs 
help or guidance and indeed welcomes it at times.

For those that don’t know The Beer Academy was set 
up to offer a range of short courses that would provide 
education to anyone and everyone who wished to learn 
more about beer. These build up knowledge over a 
range of levels thus helping the attendee gain from a 
step by step approach. The title “Beer Academy 
Sommelier” being the pinnacle of achievement and the 
final course in the series.

So how do you get there and what’s on offer?

First of all there are 90 minute tasting events, usually 
themed such as Belgian or American beers. These short 
sessions are the starting point of the journey so to 
speak. They offer guidance on the brewing process, 
different styles and highlight tastes and flavours.

There are then 2 different half day courses on offer. The 
first “How to Judge Beer” is essential in my mind. This 
is designed to help professionals, enthusiasts and 
beginners understand how to assess and judge the 
quality and style of a beer. 

The second half day course “Beer and Food 
Matching”, though suited to all, is more aimed at 
retailers who are looking to generate sales by inspiring 
and guiding customers to choose a well thought out and 
highlighted beer and food option. This course would 
help staff, from bar to kitchen, in offering advice and 
preparing menus.

Moving on from these there is the One Day Foundation 
Course which is City & Guilds Accredited to Level 1. 
This is suitable for everyone as a base level 
qualification and perhaps alongside the BII ABCQ 
Certificate in Cellarmanship would be of benefit to 
many brewers and retailers from marketing and quality 
points of view. It not only provides a sound knowledge 
of brewing ingredients and their impact on flavour, but 
introduces the basics of food and beer pairing, differing 
beer style characteristics and finally a recognised 
qualification.

The Two Day Advanced Course builds significantly on 
the aspects of the Foundation Course. The range of 
styles sampled and detailed by candidates is increased 
to some 50 beers. It also introduces the art of beer 
tasting and beer assessment. Finally it steps up the beer 
and food matching element. This course will equip 
candidates with the skills to communicate 
knowledgeably about beer.

Finally we reach the Sommelier accreditation the 

ultimate award. Having completed the Two Day 
Advanced Course and How to Judge Beer Course you 
are eligible to go forward for this title. You will have 
developed menus, hosted beer and food events by now 
in your own right. These are submitted for scrutiny by 
the chief examiner followed by a 90 minute interview 
and assessment

The journey with the Beer Academy nears the end but 
the role as a Beer Sommelier continues out in the wide 
world, which I mentioned at the beginning of this 
article, as an ambassador with the knowledge, 
experience and communication skills to inspire people. 
It's a great feeling to be able to get people to rediscover 
beer, to encourage those who have never tried it and 
even be able to start people off on the same journey I’ve 
made over the past 18 months.

I hope you’ve found this article interesting and if 
you’re looking to improve your own knowledge and 
want to be trained by experts take a look at 
www.beeracademy.co.uk or call 020 7499 8144 for 
further details.

Nigel Sadler is Commercial Manager of Wibblers 
Brewery based in Essex and owns the craft brewing 
school Learn2brew Ltd. He qualified as Beer Academy 
Sommelier in 2011 and was voted APPBG Beer 
Sommelier of the Year 2012. He is a Trustee and Vice-
Chairman of the Society of Independent brewers 
(SIBA) and has written blogs for BBC Food & Drink. 

New Craft Brewing Book

Renowned Essex craft brewer, tutor and beer expert 
Nigel Sadler has just published a short book on 
brewing. “Notes on Craft Ale Brewing” is a 64 page 
guide to the essentials of brewing theory covering the 
raw materials through to the finished item in the glass.

Nigel says “This is the culmination of 5 years work and 
has involved a lot of chopping and changing during that 
time. It started life as accompanying course notes for 
my Learn2brew Introduction to Craft Brewing Course. 
I've tried to condense all the information that I myself 
learnt on Institute of Brewing & Distilling, Brewlab 
and Campden BRI courses along with practical 
experience into a handy format.”

Nigel hopes the book will appeal to microbrewers and 
home brewers alike in underpinning a certain level of 
practical brewing with the relevant science to reinforce 
it. Nigel has pointed out that it was put together and 
designed specifically to be not too heavy on 
calculations and equations which are the remit of far 
more detailed books on the subject.

Nigel adds “There are lots of ways of achieving the 
same goal, in this case brewing great craft ale. As in 
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many things there are not necessarily right and wrong 
ways to go about it. However, as with learning to drive, 
you need guidance at the start, then once you’re 
competent you go on your own way. And we all know 
that a quick glance at the Highway Code now and again 
helps keeps things fresh and that’s where this book 
might also help the more experienced craft brewer.”

Nigel continues to run a number of courses from 
brewing through to bar staff training under the 
Learn2brewschool banner. The brewing school is 
based at The White Hart Inn, Margaretting Tye which 
is itself a highly successful and award winning pub, a 
firm favourite with many for its excellent selection of 
real ales and good food.  

The book costs £9.95 including p&p and is available 
direct from www.learn2brew.co.uk from 21st March. It 
will be appearing in brewing supply shops across East 
Anglia in the months to come.

Nigel Sadler is currently Commercial & Operations 
Manager at Mayland based Wibblers Brewery. He has 
studied brewing on and off since 1985 gaining 
qualifications with the Institute of Brewing & 
Distilling and the Beer Academy. He is Vice-chairman 
of the Society of Independent Brewers (SIBA), a part 
time tutor and board member of the London based Beer 
Academy. He was voted APPBG Beer Sommelier of 
the Year 2012.

Nigel has also been an active member of the 
Chelmsford & Mid-Essex branch of CAMRA for the 
past 7 years. He is also a member of the Brewery 
History Society, The British Guild of Beer Writers and 
the Craft Brewers Association.

Home Hop Growing
by Peter Finnimore (Oxford Brewers Group)

This article is not so much about the details of 
cultivation as about tips and snags. The notes below are 
from my own experience, hops can be a fickle crop and 
your ‘mileage may vary’. As usual, much more 
detailed information is available on the internet.

Selection
Do not buy the decorative golden hops from a garden 
centre! Search out a proper ale hop plant supplier. After 
the initial purchase of a root (~£5), you could get free 
hops for life. If you can take a cutting from a friend then 
even that cost is avoided. Someone with a large garden 
and not afraid to make mistakes could even dig a token 
wild plant from a hedgerow; these could well be 
escapes from an old hop field. You might never know 
the variety, but some interesting brewing would be 
possible. Make certain you do not take a male plant 
from the wild, you need the female cone bearing plant, 
and you can only sex the plant in late summer when the 
male will have just pathetic powdery fronds and not a 
cone in sight. A hop cutting/rhizome will take two or 
three years to grow to a productive size. On a normal 
year my bines (six in total, grown in far from ideal soil 
— light, sandy, dryish) might each produce half a Kilo 
of dried hop. People with better ground (heavy, 
organic, damp) could do considerably better. I believe 
it is wise to have a mix of varieties to cope with weather 
variations and disease attack, in any year at least one of 
my plants will fruit poorly. My varieties are Admiral, 
Golding, Fuggles, Halletau, Target, and Bramling 
Cross. I cannot explain or justify my choice of cultivars 
— they just happened. I would love to grow some New 
World varieties but I live in a small Victorian terraced 
house and am now out of garden space. The Bramling 
Cross is the least productive, always a small cropper 
and slow to reactivate after the winter; probably a poor 
choice for my area. 

Growing
Choose ground where the plant will be in sun — south 
facing — it will follow the sun anyway. The traditional 
saying ‘feet in shade head in sun’ is probably a good 
guide. Plant it where you want it to stay; moving a root 
of only a few years growth can be a difficult task. Think 
icebergs — so much more underground!

A support of around three metre is required, but this can 
be anything: poles, netting, hedge, small tree, house 
wall etc, so you may need to talk to your neighbours 
about this. With a bit of assistance they can even be 
made to grow sideways, but not a lot, say 45 degrees to 
the vertical. 
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I restrict the number of climbing bines to just one. The 
reason being is that with more than one they will 
intertwine over each other and make bines pull down 
and recovery more difficult. So I allow several 
climbing shoots to grow to say one metre (for heir and 
spares) then remove all except the healthiest.

Diseases

It would be nice to have a 100% organic crop but that is 
not always possible, there are years when I do have to 
spray some (but not all) of the plants. Aphids in my 
garden are the problem, they can destroy a plant. Yes, 
the Ladybird predators will come, but only after the 
aphid population is well established. Spraying is done 
with a systemic insecticide, before any cones have 
developed and it is normally very effective. Fungal 
infections do occur but are minor compared with my 
aphid problem.

Feeding

Hop plants have to do an enormous amount of growing 
in a relatively short time. Commercial growers use 
fertiliser. One can do that, but for the home grower it is 
probably not necessary, since a maximum yield is not 
required. I usually have more harvest than I need for a 
whole year of brewing. So what I do is dig-in all my 
spent grain and hops back around the base of the plants.

I like the idea of returning some at least of the hop 
nutrients back to the plant.

Harvesting

A perennial question is when to pick. There is no 
simple answer to this, the plants vary, the weather 
changes, you may not be available. Here in the south 
Midlands I find mid-September a good target date, 
with a week or two either way. The cone quality really 
needs to be monitored every few days.

Pick in the afternoon when moisture levels will be 
lowest. Many people cut out and pull down (using a 
boat hook type implement) the whole bines for 
picking. But I think this is a bad idea, the stem of the 
bines is quite thick and contains large amounts of 
nutritional components which should be allowed to 
descend into the root stock for the next year. In reality I 
compromise; cutting or pulling down only the highest 
part of the bines, then picking the lower cones directly 
using a step-ladder. Allowing the majority of the bines 
to wither naturally until mid-November when the dry 
bine can be cut off at soil level and burned.

Drying

In the British climate this can be a problem, the 
moisture content needs to be reduced to under 10% for 
safe storage. I find I can do this by natural drying alone, 
since my quantities are not large. Get some grocers 
cardboard fruit trays, fill them with hops and place 
outside sheltered from dew and rain; in a shed, garage 

or under a lean-to, exposed to light but not in full sun. 
This will do the preliminary drying and encourage 
bugs and worms to leave in haste. You can also turn the 
cones over and pick out twigs and leaves. After a 
couple of days the trays can be brought inside the 
house, and placed in an unoccupied room (the initial 
smell being too much for some people). After another 
five days the cones should be crispy, crunchy and dry. 
Total natural drying time is about ten days. I then 
compress by forcing them into a length of plastic pipe 
with a wooden ram, finally storing in plastic boxes in 
the freezer. The freezing part is not essential but it does 
allow me to keep stock for more than one year and to 
guard against a subsequent year’s poor yield.

Storage and Use
Some people do not bother to dry the crop but instead 
freeze the wet/green hops as is. However I am not a fan 
of the use of undried hops, it seems easy to introduce a 
‘vegetal’ taste into the beer. And remember pungent 
hop aromas can easily escape and contaminate foods of 
a delicate flavour (Ice cream, fish etc). So beware 
putting any hop (either wet or dry) into your deep 
freeze without enough protection; thick plastic 
containers are better than polythene bags or you can 
use the silvered pouches used by the trade. With your 
own hops you can freely experiment: brew a green/wet 
hop beer, or add a significant extra quantity and 
become a ‘hop head’, or age the surplus for several 
years and brew a Lambic.

Summary
Growing your own hops is mostly trouble-free and 
rewarding. One item of your brewing supplies over 
which you can take personal control.

I still buy-in hops for certain brews, sadly my own hops 
never seem to have quite the pungency of some 
commercial ones, although to a certain extent I can 
compensate by using more in the boil. 

Plastic waste pipe 
38x550 mm, one end 
closed with bung other 
fitted with filling 
funnel. Teak forcing 
ramrod 34x850 mm.
N o t e  t h e  o l d  
Tupperware boxes: 
h o p  r e s i n s  w i l l  
permeate and stain 
m o s t  p l a s t i c s ,  
r e n d e r i n g  t h e m  
unusable for any other 
food storage.
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Chesterfield Homebrewers Circle
gets going

Chesterfield Homebrewers held their first meeting on 
October 23rd. Most of the meeting centred on local 
home brewers getting to know each other – and what a 
diverse bunch we are! Some of us have got a lot of 
experience in all aspects of home brewing including 
full mash, others have not done any brewing for a long 
time and are just getting back into it and others are 
really new to brewing or have only brewed from kits. 
But one thing we all share in common is a love of beer 
and a desire to brew good quality beer.

At the meeting we talked about what we wanted to get 
out of the group and our ideas included:

• Sharing our information, knowledge and 
experiences of beer making

• Doing beer swaps and provide tasting notes for 
each other

• Organising ‘meet the brewer’ Q & A sessions, 
visits &/or brew days

• Doing comparison brews - where we brew the 
same beer and compare the differences

Also discussed were local opportunities for purchasing 
brewing ingredients and a couple of home brew 
competitions coming up in the next few months.

We have agreed to continue meeting on the 4th 
Tuesday of the month (excluding December) at 
6.30pm at the Chesterfield Arms so future meetings 
will be on November 27th, January 22nd and February 
26th. If you are interested in any aspect of home 
brewing – whether you are a seasoned home brewer or 
completely new to the game – feel free to come and join 
u s  a t  o u r  m e e t i n g s  o r  e m a i l  
lornawallace1649@yahoo.com.

New Gadget!
by Graham Kingham

STC-1000 Dual Output Thermostatic Controller 
with supplementary 40A relay - 3 metre sensor lead

Many of you will remember the ATC 800 plus 
temperature control units that were sold by Fortex 
primary for aquarium use, but then hijacked by 
brewers, they have not been readily available in the UK 
for over a year now, a new controller has recently 
arrived from a different supplier, the bonus of both 
these units is that they are fully wired up and ready to 
go. I do believe that Fortex still sell the control box that 
you have to wire up yourself.

This is a fully functioning controller - complete with 
13A mains plug and clearly marked (HEAT & COOL) 
sockets. You do not need to do any complicated wiring, 
indeed, any wiring! 

Just plug in, follow the manual and enter the 
temperatures you need to achieve and away you go. 
The controller is set inside a highly robust enclosure of 
grey ABS.  Easy to use operator buttons make it simple 
to change settings. Mounting brackets and 1A fuse 
included.

STC-1000 Specification

 Measuring range: -50°C – 99°C

Accuracy: ± 1°C (-50°C – 70°C) 

Power supply: 220VAC±10%, 50/60Hz, consumption 
<3W

Sensor: NTC, 2m length

Please advise if you require 3m.   

They can supply 6m and 10m NTC sensors - please 
enquire for current price. 

Relay contacts capacity: COOL (10A/250VAC); 
HEAT (10A/250VAC) NOW UPGRADED TO 
ALLOW FULL USE OF 13A throughput to HLT’s

Storage temperature: -30°C – + 75°C

Green switch isolates heating relay thus allowing you 
to read the temperature without supplying power. 
Fixing brackets supplied:

(The same unit is available with a 2 m sensor for around 
£55.00 and longer sensors can be fitted at an extra 
cost.)

Price £63.47 Postage costs are not included, and are 
about £11.50 for recorded delivery.

Delivery weight: 1,250 g 

I have used my unit for setting the strike temperature, 
sparing temperature and at present I have a small pad 
heater (25w) with 27 litres of wort fermenting in my 

o
garage, the unit is set at 18 C (This allows for the extra 
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heat generated by the yeast.) with the temperature 
probe inside my bucket. I have set the regulatory 
temperature to come on after a 0.5 degree drop, smaller 
ranges can be set but this will result on constant short 
cycles, which can cause electrical problems with some 
equipment, particularly fridges. Next project is the 
fridge modification.

Mick Harrison –
CBA’s New Money Man

Started brewing in the later 70’s with kits but soon 
moved onto extract and then full mash. Dave Lines - 
BBLTYB was the best book in its day and I still have 
my original copy. Can you believe that I still have a few 
bottles from one of his recipes for Gales Prize Old Ale 
that I made in 1991 - and it’s still drinkable!

I have no idea how many gallons I’ve brewed over the 
years suffice to say that I was interested enough in 1995 

to get involved with the Brew-on-Premise breweries 
that were making an appearance at the time. We ran an 
operation in Watford for a few years until we ran out of 
money, shame the business model did not take off.

Today I have a 50lt brew length stainless steel setup in 
the garage. Hot liquor tank and mash tun are 100lt 
capacity with temperature controls and a HERMS 
system.

I only batch sparge as that’s how I’ve always done it! 
My system has a pumped outlet from the copper 
through a large heat exchanger and it will cool 50lt of 
hot wort to 20c in less than 10 minutes.

I ferment in closed 50lt plastics vessels in an insulated 
cabinet with heater/temperature control.

Together with the obligatory Kegerator to serve the 
ales, I’m reasonably happy with the setup.

I've managed to secure a couple of competition 
placings over the last few years so that’s a nice bonus. 
Both at the London & Southeast event - 2010 Runner-
up Best/Special Bitter class, 2011 3rd places in Best 
Bitter and Mild classes.

The family and friends who have supped far too many 
of the pints of my beer just can’t get enough and the 
good word about my beer has been spreading.

So due to public demand and interest from a couple of 
landlords I have just submitted the forms to HMRC to 
get registered so I can supply my first pub! Providing it 
all goes to plan the first firkin should be on sale from 
April.

Maybe that's for a future article in BC. Cheers Mick
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‘Why can’t you have a normal hobby like everyone 
else?

When my mum said this to me back in the early 1990’s 
little did she realise just how far things would go…

I started brewing as an impoverished student 22 years 
ago using kits from Boots. They were drinkable but 
only just! It was when I moved into my first house 9 
years later that I switched to All Grain Brewing. 
Initially I did this in the kitchen with a picnic cooler 
mash tun and Burco boiler, serving from a King Keg 
and this was fine until the ‘Blackcurrant Hooch’ I was 
making for my ex-wife exploded. Having re-
decorated, I moved my brewing into the large shed in 
the garden. It was at this point that things started to 
grow, getting inspiration from my new friends at the 
Craft Brewing Association, County Beer makers in 
Leyton and online via the UK Homebrew Digest I 
moved from 20 litres to 50 litres to 100 litres and then 
finally to 400 litres courtesy of the 2.5bbl kit I bought 
from what was the ‘Oxford Brewing Company’. 

By this point my shed had a walk in cellar attached to 
the back and a bar with up to 5 draught beers in addition 
to homemade cider and wine on tap. Oddly enough I 
hosted more than my fair share of parties in that shed. 
When I moved house 9 years ago it cost more to move 
the contents of my shed than it did the contents of the 
house! The new house didn’t come with a big shed so I 
built one and it was here that I hosted the 2006 UK-
HBD Flocculation. These gatherings started 13 years 
ago and up until then had been hosted by a UK-HBD 
member, Rhyno, near Rugby. He was fortunate enough 
to have a big enough garden to accommodate the 
couple of dozen of us that would turn up and spend the 
weekend drinking each other's beer and eating copious 
amounts of BBQ. 

By hosting the Floc at my house we were able to add a 
brew day onto the agenda. This took us up to 2007 and 
it was at this point that things moved on again. My 
father and I had decided to spend a week volunteering 
at our local CAMRA Beer Festival in Maldon. Feeling 
a bit guilty that I’d be spending the week potentially 
drinking their profits, I decided to donate a firkin of my 
own beer for the staff aptly named ‘Duty Free’. This 
was to be kept ‘under the counter’ and not sold as we 
weren’t registered with HMR&C etc. It therefore came 
as a surprise when we received more votes for Beer of 
the Festival than any commercial beer there making it a 
bit embarrassing for the organisers. This accolade was 
of great importance to me. I’d had success over the 
years in both CBA and NAWB homebrew 
competitions and I knew my family and friends liked 

Phil Wilcox –
Membership Secretary

my beers but to be recognised by the general public was 
something else. 

My father had decided to take early retirement at this 
point and suggested that maybe he could sell the odd 
cask which I made on my days off work. To this end the 
contents of my shed were relocated to the farm where 
we are today and ‘Wibblers Brewery’ became 
legitimate. Oh the joys of HMR&C, Planning, 
Environmental Health, Trading Standards, Licensing, 
Heath & Safety etc, etc. This was all fine for about six 
months before we realised that my 2.5bbl equipment 
just wasn’t able to cope with demand unless I spent all 
my free time at the brewery. So in 2008 we bought a 
20bbl plant at auction and six months later 
commissioned it, allowing me to go back to brewing 
once a fortnight. 

The downside of this going commercial meant my days 
of Homebrewing for myself stopped and I was faced 
with new challenges that stretched me further as a 
brewer; such as making the same beer consistently the 
same and ensuring that it ‘dropped bright’ within the 24 
hours that publicans expected. My learning from this is 
that it’s easy to make beer, but making the same beer 
week after week, now that's where it gets fun!

Having the brewery meant that when I suffered health 
problems in 2009 my family could keep an eye on me 
easily and for that I’m very thankful. Over the last four 
years the business has slowly grown with dad 
recruiting a team of four full timers that allow me to 
come and go as I feel able and to continue to ‘play’ in 
the brewery. 

So that's a bit about me and my history, the 
Flocculation’s still happen albeit here at the brewery 
where each year we produce a Crafty and a Wobbly 
beer but that’s a story for another edition of ‘Brewers 
Contact’. I hope that I live up to my fellow members 

expectations as 
M e m b e r s h i p  
Secretary; I know I 
have some big 
shoes to fill taking 
over for Greg. If I 
realised how big 
w h e n  I  
volunteered then I 
probably wouldn’t 
have been too keen 
but it's the least I 
can do for a group 
of  people and 
friends that share 
the passion of 
brewing as much 
and me.
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